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We've all heard the phrase: When the going gets tough, the tough get going. What about faith? Will

your faith thrive in tough times? Do you desire a more resolute faith? The book of Daniel relates the

familiar Sunday School stories of the lions' den, the fiery furnace, and some remarkable prophecies,

but take some time to investigate these stories more closely. How did Daniel, Shadrach, Meschach,

and Abednego possess such a fearless faith? Perhaps no one in the Bible possessed a more

resolute faith in God than these individuals. Daniel and his peers never took the easy way out, but

stood their ground, even in face of death. There's a lot to be learned from Daniel about unshakable

faith. Study this extraordinary Old Testament book.Â  Even more importantly, apply what you learn

as respected Bible teacher Warren Wiersbe unfolds both the explicit and implicit teachings to lead

you to a more resolute faith.
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We're using this book for our study and finding it insightful and encouraging. The book goes through

Daniel chapter by chapter. I love the way the author helps better understand the topic being

discussed by citing other Scriptures; the reader gets a good sense of God's perspective on the topic

by seeing what else the Bible has to say on it. We're not done with the whole book yet, but it's great

so far.



I have yet to read one of Wiersbe's commentaries that I did not thoroughly enjoy. He enriches

Scripture study with a perspective that is not expressed with "deep" Doctoral college language, but

more of a layman's explanation of what the verses are saying. That being said, his study is very

thorough in its message and very well conveyed. I have many of his "Be" series of commentaries

and recommend any of his works for anyone looking for a better understanding of the Bible

Scripture.

I read this book because I love prophecy, and this is a great prophecy book,as a master of fact I

don't believe one can understand the book of revelation without understanding the book of

Daniel,"about 21 images in the book of Daniel are found in revelation "and this commentary goes

over and reviews basically ever sentence in the book of Daniel, but outside the prophecy aspects of

Daniel, weirsbe also reviews the life and resolve of Daniel,and his absolute power in his prayer life

and the complete sovereignty of God, and how GOD's sovereignty is an absolute comfort for the

believer.

Found Be Resolute an inspiring, encouraging read. Spent time taking notes as the Lord spoke to

me. Important to note: don't just read the book read each chapter of Daniel from the Bible before

beginning to read each chapter from thje book.

It's really good to get a general idea of the book of Daniel.A very helpful resource to understand

Daniel's historical background and the babylonian culture.I didn't see very deep details in this

commentary, though. The last chapters in the book of Daniel are a bit difficult to grasp and I felt this

book didn't take the time to dive in a bit more for better understanding.However, I did learn a lot and

this book definitely encouraged me to keep digging into Daniel's visions. I'm going for it!

In depth study of Daniel. Fantastic insight; plain language...anyone can understand this

commentary. It is interesting reading in an easy style. Good application questions.

Warren Wiersbe is always good. But beware if you're reading a David Cooke rendition, because

Cooke adds his own personal Calvinist bent, which really just ruins everything.

As usual, Warren Wiersbe delivers a thought provoking,insightful and easily understandable

commentary. Weirsbe is accurate and contemporary. My go to commentator when studying Bible



passages.
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